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Abstract
Glazing materials have a significant impact on the energy efficiency of the building interior. Poorly designed
skylights, windows and glazed surfaces can create an uncomfortable environment. The effect of heat gain
through an un-shaded glass can be 100 times higher compared to the same area of an insulated wall. Currently,
various alternative glazings with different performances are being used daily. There are many choices and
alternatives to consider, and careful selection is significant to meet the design requirements. The optical features
of glazing materials influence daylighting quality, the thermal characteristics and the potential of energy savings.
The increasing interest of skylights as an effective strategy among building professionals and building owners
implies that they are keen to know about the performance and energy efficiency of various glazing materials
used on skylights. The aim of this study is to review the glazing performance and glazing types that are applied
in the skylight roofing system. The review targets at two important factors in glazing performance, namely, solar
light and solar heat. The review emphasises this general relationship during the design stage to ensure greater
visibility in the product selection, also to ensure various other advantages improved comfort in perimeter zones,
reduced mechanical loads and improved energy performance.
Keywords: skylight glazing materials, glazing properties, daylighting, solar heat
1. Introduction
Energy consumption has become the current topic of interest particularly that in building designs. The
indications show that buildings consume about 57% of total primary energy requirement of Singapore, 47% of
Switzerland, 42% of Brazil, 40% of the USA, 39% of Great Britain, 28% of China, 25% of Japan and 23% of
Spain (Dong et al., 2005; Levermore, 2008; Masoso & Grobler, 2010). Much of the energy in buildings is
consumed by two significant elements as air conditioning systems and artificial lighting fixtures. In actual fact,
the relation of these elements in most cases is connected, as most of lighting energy from the electric light
systems are converted to thermal energy; consequently cooling systems are required to add more loads in
summer time. Thus, designing buildings to be more environmentally friendly can lead to energy savings (Hassid,
2011).
Lighting building interior with natural light could be one of the contributors to help reduce energy consumption
that provides a healthy indoor environment. Based on Edward (2005) there is an indication that the incident of
sunlight rays on 1000 square centimetres of horizontal glass in sunny days can deliver efficiency almost twice
that of the fluorescent lamp. Natural light, as clean lighting energy when it passes glazing materials, improves
tenant’s well-being and productivity, as well as decreases the energy used for artificial lighting. Nevertheless, it
also brings with it thermal energy that adds a heavy load to the cooling system.
An appropriate design of skylight can minimize the cooling loads and can utilize the natural light as the most
efficient source of renewable energy. There are several factors which control the design such as the size, the
orientation, the placement, the amount of shading, as well as the glazing types. In reality, glazing types consider
that the most essential factor must be addressed seriously in the skylight design (Carmody, 2007; Adelaide City
Council, 2013).
Generally, the glazing material transfers various levels of environmental loads based on its properties.
Understanding these properties will help the designer to control the excessive impact of natural light and guide
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the designer to select the most appropriate options. There are different studies carried out by Laouadi et al. (2002,
2003), Gueymard and DuPont (2009), Freire (2011) and Kim and Todorovic (2013). However, all these studies
are based on empirical researches which do not cover any studies relating to the physical glazing condition in the
skylight design, as well as those which have not identified the performance of different glazing types for
building professionals. Therefore, the aim of this study is to review the most important physical factors of
glazing materials that influence the process of the architectural design especially those that relate to the
performance of solar light and solar heat in various types of the existing materials.
2. Glazing Performance
2.1 Glazing Overview
Glass is one of the commonest man-made materials that have been in use for a long time. It was first discovered
around 1500 B.C in Mesopotamia and Egypt, then the Romans further developed its production in the first
century A.D. In 1665, Royal Glassworks for the first time manufactured mirrors for the ‘Palace of Versailles’ in
France. In 1773, England became the world’s leading manufacturer for quality glass for windows. In the 1950s
glass manufacturing was transformed for good when Alastair Pilkington invented the float glass. It cut down the
cost of glass drastically and formed innovative applications such as the exterior of high rise buildings (Garg,
2007).
Glass is a physical substance that has special features to prove the functional demands, which create the interior
and exterior of a skylight. Therefore, skylight systems require some design considerations especially on the
choice of materials for achieving durability and sustainability. According to Crisman (2010) the physical
properties of glazing materials are divided into several factors: thickness, colour, mass, physical and visual
density, texture and temperature or thermal behaviour. For instance, the different thickness of glazing and
various sorts of colours influence the amount of daylight and solar heat being transmitted (Garg, 2007; Kittler,
2011).
Generally, there are several questions that have become debatable among the architects such as; How much light
is transmitted through the glazing?; How much of the direct beam sunlight is diffused?; How much of the sun’s
radiant heat is transmitted through the glazing?; How much heat from the air will pass through the glazing?
(Heschong, 1998). To answer these questions, the identification of the basic physics concepts of sunlight
characteristics is required.
2.2 Glazing and Solar Radiation
Generally, the sun radiates solar energy by electromagnetic waves known as the solar spectrum. The solar
spectrum that reaches the ground is divided into three bands: Ultra-violet light, Visible light and Infra-red
(James, 2001; Kittler, 2011) as shown in Figure 1(a). Solar light represents about 47% of the total solar radiation
that falls in the skylight systems. Natural light is divided into sunlight and daylight, and both of them have
different levels of energy and impact. The velocity of light is approximately 300,000km/s in space when it
travels in the same medium; however when it passes from one medium to another, it will change its speed such
as in glass to be 199,861km/s. This deceleration in velocity is caused by several factors as the light is
transmitted, absorbed, reflected and refracted in the glazing materials (Taylor, 2000) as shown in Figure 1(b).
This means, the total amount of natural light is changeable inside a building based on the materials’ properties
that create different bands.
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F
Figure 1. (a) Solar
S
spectrum (Ais glass soluutions, 2011), (b) Glazing prroperties (Jam
mes, 2001)
From the architect’s poiint of view, Szzokolay (20088), in the bookk of Introductiion to Architectural Science
e, has
identified the light incident on a suurface in threee ways: refleected, absorbeed or transmittted, of which
h the
correspondding properties are equal to 1. However, the refraction factor is conssidered to be tthe most impo
ortant
property inn the design thhat affects reflection, disperssion and transm
mission, whichh altogether beend and chang
ge the
light veloccity. Refractioon property rellies on two faactors: the inciident angle (θ)) and the refraactive index of
o the
material (T
Taylor, 2000; David
D
& Huntter, 2010) these two factors aare very signifficant to be undderstood espec
cially
in the calculations of buiilding design.
On the othher hand, solarr heat is considdered as the biiggest part thatt will be transfferred by the sskylight system
ms. It
is a form oof energy which is invisiblee to the naked eye and has a greater effectt to our lives. It mainly serv
ves as
thermal ennergy (infraredd radiation andd ultraviolet) w
which represennts around 53%
% of the total solar radiation
n that
falls onto the ground. Thhis amount coould be increassed or decreassed according tto different vaariables such as
a the
latitude annd climate coonditions. To understand soolar heat, idenntifying the laaws of its creeation is essential.
Thermodyynamic laws inndicate that eenergy cannot be destroyedd but they chaange from onee form to ano
other.
Therefore,, heat occurs due
d to the channging energy tyypes. Heat reacches the skyligght system in tw
wo ways which are
from solarr radiation andd from air mass. Radiation occurs when suurfaces exchannge electromaggnetic waves but
b as
an air mass it happens thhrough the tem
mperature differrence betweenn the inside andd outside.
Heat transfer in the skyliight system caan take place bbased on Muneeer and Kinghoorn (2000), vann der Linden (2002)
w
they statte that firstly iit is by thermaal energy convveyed by solarr radiation as short
and Szokoolay (2008), where
wave lenggth (sunlight). Secondly, the fluctuation off solar spectrum
m lengths from
m shorter to loonger waves due to
environmeental conditionns (daylight). Thirdly, wheen the solar hhits the skyligght surface, itt is absorbed then
re-radiatedd as longer wave,
w
near to the infrared rradiation. Nexxt, by air masss around glazzing materialss that
transfers tthe heat by convection. F
Finally, absorrbed heat connducts througgh the skylighht material. Thus,
T
understandding these behhaviours will help to controol heat transfeer in the skyliight design. F
Figure 2 shows the
simplest exxplanation of glass
g
behaviouur.

Figure 2. Thermal heatt behaviour in glazing materrials (general conceptualisation)
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Generally,, the studies inndicate that maaterial propertties behave diffferently at vaarious wavelenngths. For exam
mple,
ordinary gglass transmits a very small proportion off the sun’s ultrra-violet rays aat 315nm whicch is less than
n 1%,
but at 3400nm the transm
mission reachees 41% (James, 2001). Thiss means a surfface that refleects one sort of
o the
electromaggnetic spectrum
m may not be reflected on a various sorts of the radiatioon. Many surfaaces, even the most
shining meetals which reflect light, aree poor reflectoors of the infraared radiation oor the ultravioolet (UV) radia
ation.
(Natural R
Radiation Labooratory, 2011). On the other hand, a surfacce that readily reflects a speccific waveleng
gth of
radiation ddoes not absorbb much of thatt radiation, andd vice versa.
2.3 Glazinng Factors
Most archiitects and buildding designerss tend to be connfused about m
many factors thhat affect the sselection of gla
azing
materials. These factors represent the kkey role that aaffects directlyy the perceptionn of the indoorr environment. The
performannce of solar ligght and solar hheat could be controlled if tthese physical factors becom
me clear during the
design stage. Accordingg to Oral (20004), Straube (22006), Garg (22007) and Szookolay (2008) these studies have
discussed tthe most impoortant factors thhat must be unnderstood durinng the selectionn of glazing m
materials.
Generally,, the quantity of
o solar light thhat passes a skkylight is direcctly proportionnal to the visibble light transm
mitted
or visible reflectance. As
A an optical prroperty, it shoows the fractioon of daylight or the percenttage of visible light
that is trannsmitted or refflected on the gglazing. They are described as a ratio, andd expressed as a number betw
ween
0 and 1 or by percentagee (Heschong, 11998). Glazingg with a high vvisible transmitttance deliverss sufficient day
ylight
and perfecct views; howeever, it could ggenerate glare pproblems. Meaanwhile, glazinng with low viisible transmitttance
provides ggloomy interioors that obscurre views underr some weatheer conditions, as shown in F
Figure 3. How
wever,
some glaziings can have high visible trransmittance, aand views tendd to be diminisshed such as thhrough patterned or
frosted glaass (O’Connorr et al., 1997). For example, single clear gglass has high ppercentage of VLT by about 0.9,
whereas m
metallic coatingg as the reflecttive material haas a lower VLT
T as 0.05 (O’C
Connor et al., 11997).
Refractivee index, spectrral selectivity and glazing ccolours are otther factors reepresenting thee core of the light
quality andd efficiency caalculation. Thee first factor reefers to the peercentage of ligght that will bbend and chang
ge its
character w
when passing from one meddium into anothher, such as inn the glass. Its importance increases when more
than a singgle layer is useed. Secondly, it identifies thhe ability of a glazing materrial to react diffferently to various
wavelengtths of solar eneergy. Its characcter identifies the amount off infrared radiaation (thermal energy). Third
dly, it
controls thhe appearance of the view aand human moood in interior finishes and iis a dominant determinant of
o the
exterior apppearance of thhe building (Heschong, 19988; Kittler, 20111).
Furthermoore, the diffusion property iss another impoortant factor thhat determines the levels of direct sunlight and
serves as a significant feature
f
in seleecting a skyligght. It can maaximize the sppread of dayligght in the building
interiors aand minimize glare and hot spots. The im
mportance is tto meet the reequirements off energy efficiiency
(Heschongg, 1998). Manny of the glazing manufactuurers use a whhite pigment, embedded fibbers or a prism
matic
surface to enhance glasss diffusion. U
Unfortunately, many of the manufacturingg companies ddo not provide the
specifications on the diiffusion propeerties of glazinng products (C
Collaborative for High Perrformance Sch
hools,
2002).

Figure 3.. Depth of dayllight penetratioon in differentt types of glaziing materials bbased on the V
VLT (James, 20
001)
On the othher hand, the quantity
q
of solaar heat that passses a skylight is another issuue. The amounnt of solar radiation
that is refflected, absorbbed and transm
mitted constituutes the factorr which specifies the portioon of thermal heat
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transferredd. Generally, the
t amount off the radiant hheat that passes through a skylight depennds greatly on
n the
chemical sstructure of thhe glazing maaterial. Every m
material respoonds differentlly to the diverrse portions of
o the
sun’s specctrum. The chaaracteristics of these materialls could reflectt some waveleengths, while aabsorbing some
e and
transmittinng the rest. According to Leee (2006) the N
National Fenesttration Rating Council identifies two impo
ortant
characterisstics that shouuld be taken innto account nam
mely the solarr heat gain coeefficient (SHG
GC) and U-valu
ue or
R-value off the overall resistance
r
of all types of heaat flow. The aamount of heatt that passes tthrough transparent
materials ddepends on thee Solar Heat G
Gain Coefficiennt (SHGC) whhich measures the amount off the solar spec
ctrum
that will ppenetrate a matterial and becoomes heat inside the building. Every mateerial has variouus levels of SH
HGC,
whereby iff a large portion of radiationn is transmitteed then this m
material has a vvery high SHG
GC, and vice versa.
v
However, if the non-visible spectrumss of solar radiaation are absoorbed, rather thhan reflected oor transmitted, then
the glazinng material itsself will heat up and somee of the heat will be condducted downwaard into the space
s
(Collaboraative for High Performance S
Schools, 2002)).
There is a misunderstandding of the Sollar Heat Gain Coefficient (S
SHGC) and Shaading Coefficiient (SC) which are
often usedd interchangeaably. Both of them determiine how muchh of the overrall solar radiaation will pass the
transparennt materials annd at last be converted intoo heat as shoown in Figuree 4. Shading ccoefficient (SC
C) is
consideredd to be less acccurate due to tthe assumptionn that all wavelengths of lighht are reflectedd or absorbed at
a the
same rate.. This providees adequate acccuracy, as lonng as you are only evaluatinng the solar hheat gain throu
ugh a
single layeer. By contrasst, the SHGC is preferred m
more because iit is accurate for variations in reflectance
e and
absorptionn for various wavelengths
w
tthrough multipple layers of ttransparent maaterials, and tthe fact that itt can
handle a w
wider range of materials (Hesschong, 1998)..

Figuure 4. Thermal heat transfer ((James, 2001)
r
Another coontrolling facttor is the U-vaalue as it represents the rate oof the heat flow through thee glazing as a result
of thermall conductance and the tempperature differeence between the outdoors aand indoors. IIt is expressed
d as a
number, w
where the loweer the number is, the greater the protectingg qualities of tthe glass. In faact, the U-valu
ues of
the centre--of-glass (COG
G) are normallly lower than tthe whole-winddow U-values (which is the overall U-facttor of
the glazingg, plus the spaacer and fram
me system) duee to the effect of the frame and mullions (O’Connor, 1997).
Based on the Collaboraative for High Performance Schools (20002) it indicates that a U-facctor in single pane
windows nnormally is in the range of 1.0 to 1.2 COG; while the ddouble pane w
windows rangee from 0.65 to 0.45
COG. Witth low-e coatiings, multiple glazing and iinert gas fillinng the U-factoor can be as lower as 0.1 COG.
C
Furthermoore, there are very
v
common factors whichh must always be taken into considerationn such as thick
kness,
density, thhermal conducctivity and sppecific heat thhat indicate thhe performancce and the quuality of mate
erials
selected.
Finally, unnderstanding the
t relationshipp between solar light and soolar heat couldd be summarizzed by considering
the relatioonship of visibble light transsmits (VT) annd solar heat gain coefficieent (SHGC) w
which portrays the
concept oof an efficientt glazing matterial (Lee, 22006). The ligght-to-solar gaain ratio (LSG) represents this
relationshiip, favouring low SHGC in cconjunction w
with a comparattively high vissible transmittaance. In fact, every
e
material haas various amoounts of LSG as shown in F
Figure 5. For innstance, the gllazing with daark gray and brronze
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tints have a low SHGC and
a may also hhave a low VL
LT while low-ee products andd blue/green tinnts have the lo
owest
SHGC wiith the highesst VLT (Collaaborative for High Perform
mance Schoolss, 2002). Furtthermore, Tab
ble 1
summarizees the most im
mportant factorss that every deesigner should consider durinng the selectionn of glazing ty
ypes.
Table 1. G
Glazing propertties related to ssolar light andd
solar heat
Light

Heat

Vissible Light
Traansmittance

Solar Enerrgy Transmissioon

Visible L
Light Reflectancce

Solar Eneergy Absorptionn

Visible L
Light Absorptionn

Solar Ennergy Reflectionn

D
Diffusion

U-Valuue or R-Value

Refrractive Index

Solarr Heat Gain
Cooefficient

Spectrral Selectivity

Shadinng Coefficient

Colouur Rendering

Speecific Heat

D
Dispersion

Connductivity
T
Thickness
D
Density
LSG = VT/SHGC

Figurre 5. Table of m
most available materials in th
he
market (Heschong, 19998)
3. Types oof Glazing Maaterials
The increaasing interest of
o skylights byy many architeccts, building deesigners, owneers is translatedd into their see
eking
to know ab
about the perfoormance and eenergy efficienncy of various glazing materrials used in skkylights. Therre are
different ttypes of glazzing materials engaged in the building design especially skylight systems. Gla
azing
techniquess vary based onn the requirem
ments of each pproject. Some architects or oowners need a clear view thrrough
the glazedd surface, whilee others seek tto promote nattural light of a specific spacee. Both glass aand plastic prod
ducts
can supporrt contemporarry buildings w
while meeting tthe standards oof both the envvironment and structure. How
wever,
the selectiion of either glass
g
or plasticc is based on several factorss, including thhe climate, buiilding location
n and
cost. In fact, manufacturring companiees refer to cateegories of skylights by their glazing, as a ccommon term used
to define hhow a skylight is constructedd.
Glass mateerial frequentlly comes to a designer’s minnd even thouggh this type m
makes a more eexpensive deciision.
Glass can deliver differrent degrees off energy efficiency such as insulating glaass units, lamiinated or temp
pered
glass, moisture-free optiion and a spaceer or a second sheet of glasss to serve as a seal. Based onn the opinion of
o the
expert, Miichael Nielsenn, the Presidennt of W.S. Niielsen Skylighht Systems in Georgia US, even glass has the
longest life
fe span; yet, most
m of the glasss used today iis either heat-trreated or laminnated and at thhe same time, must
be made of safe glazing material (The American Arcchitectural Mannufacturer Asssociation, 20100).
f
Plastic maaterial is anotheer type of skyllight system. Itt is a subset off materials knoown as polymeers which are found
in many fo
forms of materrials such as ppolycarbonate, acrylic, copollyester, etc. A
According to N
Nielsen, plastic
cs are
cheaper thhan glass and iss an alternativee when lighterr loading is a concern. In factt, the choice off the type of pllastic
or plastic vversus glass reelies totally onn the user’s preeference and ttask requiremeents. Various pplastic formula
ations
deliver varrious performaance characteriistics.
Therefore,, careful selection of skylight materials iss an essential step in good daylight desiggn. There are wide
ranges of glazing materiials nowadayss, and these tyypes could be ssummarized annd divided intto glass and pllastic
types.
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3.1 Glass M
Materials
3.1.1 Clearr Glass
It is a connventional openning material manufactured as clear float glass. This gllass can be proovided by diffferent
ways as ssingle sheet, double
d
or triplle glazed or aalternatively aas ‘thick’ glasss. In a singlee layer it transmits
approximaately 85% of thhe light that fallls upon it. Doouble or triple gglazing will deecrease light trransmission to 60%
and 70%, respectively (H
Heschong, 19998) as shown iin Figure 5. As the thicknesss of glass increeases, the morre the
daylight ass well as the quality
q
of the ccolour will be diminished (T
The European C
Commission D
Directorate-General
for Energyy, 1994). How
wever, the disaadvantage relaates to the alloowance of a hiigh transmission of daylightt and
high transm
mission of solaar radiation (Phillips, 2004).
3.1.2 Tinteed Glass
This type oof glass is diviided into two ttypes. Firstly, tthere is the moodified clear gllass to create vvarious radiantt heat
transmissioon characteristtics famously known as the thicker, whereeby the greaterr the control oof radiant heat from
sunlight, tthe lower the transmission
t
oof daylight. Secondly, the cooated glass witth microscopiccally thin laye
ers of
metallic oxxides which are
a applied to tthe inside layeer of glass refllects the heat away and out of the buildin
ng. In
fact, the fiirst type of tintted glasses redduced solar heaat gain but alsoo cut down daaylight transmiission and distorted
the colourr (The Europeean Commissiion Directoratee-General for Energy, 19944). However tthe second typ
pe is
designed tto have high daylight
d
transm
mission, becauuse of the veryy thin layer off the reflectivee material (Phiillips,
2004).
r
of colouurs is Bronze, B
Blue, Grey andd Green. The ccolour intensityy will increase with
Generally,, the standard range
thickness w
while the visibble light transm
mittance will reeduce correspoondingly. Currrently, there arre special exten
nsion
of the ffamily of tinnted glass products calleed the superrtints such aas Azurlite, Arctic Blue and
Evergreenn/Solargreen. They
T
are produucts often term
med ‘spectrallyy selective’ annd they deliverr an excellent light
transmittannce while still maintaining eeffective solar control featurres. They also efficiently seleect the visible light
band from
m the solar specctrum and filterr out the UV aand infra-red bands when com
mpared to stanndard tints.
Based on JJames (2001) Evergreen
E
provvides 66% lighht transmittancce compared too 43% for stanndard grey, 51%
% for
standard bbronze and 78%
% for standardd green. How
wever, as Azurllite demonstraates 71% lightt transmittance
e, the
total solar energy transm
mitted is only 50%. Optigraay 23 is designned to offer m
much lower lighht transmittance of
only 23% while at the saame time, the ttotal heat transsmittance is reeduced to 41%
%. Finally, Supeergrey provide
es the
lowest visiible light transsmittance of 8%
%.

Figure 6. Transmitted ennergy wavelenngth (James, 20001)
3.1.3 Wavvelength Selecttive Coatings
This groupp of glasses iss divided intoo two types, fiirstly low-e gllass (Heat glaass), which has a low absorrptive
coating to suppress the infrared
i
radiatiion exchange. It reduces heaat gain by onlyy 10% becausee a large percen
ntage
of the heatt absorbed is re-radiated
r
intoo the interior w
while maintainning the transm
mission of dayylight. It is worrking
as a selecttive reflector, where
w
solar reflectance is low and consequuently the solaar transmissionn is quite high. The
performannce is significaant, as 60% of the heat lostt through ordiinary windowss is explainedd by the long-w
wave
infrared raadiation. However, low-e gllass can shut down the infrrared radiationn especially w
with double gla
azing
window thhermal resistannce (Glass for Europe, 2005)). The second ttype is a reflecctive glass- geenerally this type of
glass bloccks solar radiaation light as well as heat effectively, aand the reflecctance ratio reeaches up to 50%.
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However, this coating has a problem with heat gain and daylight, yet it may prove to be beneficial especially in
winter time (Cardinal Glass Industries, 2011).
3.1.4 Insulating Glass
There are several types of insulating glass under this category, Transparent Insulation Materials (TIM) and
Aerogel windows. Transparent Insulation Materials (TIM) have been developed primarily as insulating materials
for wall structures, but over the years, this glass has become famously and broadly implemented in skylight
systems as they can function as a glazing material as well. Commonly, this type of glazing consists of glass or
plastic capillaries, fibre and gel or honeycomb structures sandwiched between two glass panes. Light
transmission in this type ranges from 45% to 80%, with a decrease of roughly 8% for each sheet of protective
glass used. In fact, the TIM can be combined into purpose-made skylight assemblies; however the costs tend to
be about three times the cost of conventional double-glazed windows (Muneer & Kinghorn, 2000).
The second type is Aerogel windows. This type of glass is used in preventing heat loss from the interior. The
criteria of these windows are that they are transparent, have low density, are extremely solid, have low thermal
conductivity and are fragile. They fill the air space between window panels with a micro-porous silicate foam
material which decreases thermal transmission. The daylight transmission is moderate, being in the range of 50%
for 12mm glazing (The European Commission Directorate-General for Energy, 1994). There are two types,
namely granular (in the form of granules) and monolithic (in the form of continuous slabs).
3.1.5 High Tech Glazing
There are few types of glass under this category. The most developed technique is the photovoltaics, where the
glass sandwiches the solar cells designed to produce electricity from the solar radiation. Another type of high
tech glass deserves an indication but is not at present, economical. They are the photochromic glasses, which
respond directly to an environmental stimulus. These types of glass are designed to respond indirectly by the
application of an electrical current which changes their visual and thermal features (Phillips, 2004). This type of
glass is divided into three types namely Electrochromic, Thermochromic and Photochromic. The first model
changes its optical absorption properties in response to an externally applied electric field and becomes dark or
cloudy. The second type switches between a heat-reflecting and a heat-transmitting state at selected temperature
thresholds. Finally, the last type of glass responses to changes in light intensity and gradually darkens and
lightens. The function of all these glasses types is evident in the selective blocking of radiation (The European
Commission Directorate-General for Energy, 1994).
Other types that could also fall into this category is the holographic film which is a technique used to diffract
solar radiation instead of blocking it. The advantage of this type is that it is able to deal directly with direct
incoming sunlight. This type of glazing can be tuned to reflect and diffract solar radiation at any waveband in the
solar spectrum, while allowing 75-80% transmittance in the visible waveband (Muneer & Kinghorn, 2000).
3.1.6 Miscellaneous Glazing
This category of glass includes a number of different types of glazing, largely due to the difficulty of classifying
them together into a single group. They comprise of the following; laminated glass and wired glass (safety
glass), vacuum windows and super windows. The laminated glass is commonly used for security reasons as
resistance to impact. Generally, it is found in museums where exhibits are exposed to daylight, and therefore, it
will be necessary to control the entry of the UV light. However, this type reduces the transmission of daylight.
On the other hand, wired glass is also one of the types used commonly for security reasons as resistance to
impact, especially for the protection of skylights. It consists of wire mesh applied in sandwiched panels within
the thickness of the glass (The European Commission Directorate-General for Energy, 1994).
Furthermore, vacuum windows are a combination with a low-emissivity coating on one of the internal surfaces.
This approach aims to eliminate the radiant heat transfer and cavity gas convection (Green building advisor,
2009). Finally, Super windows comprise of multiple panes of glass or plastic films, with gas cavity fillings,
insulating frame and spacers and one or more low-emissivity coatings. Super windows are commercially
available now and the range will continue to increase (Muneer & Kinghorn, 2000).
Figure 7 gives a clear picture of the appearance of the glazing group that helps to generally identify the condition
of the selection.
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Figure 7. Different typpes of skylight glazing materiials
3.2 Plasticc Materials
3.2.1 Glass Reinforcemeent Plastics (GR
RP)
ms. The GRP provides high levels
It is a veryy cost-effective material whiich is commonnly used for skkylight system
of diffusedd light into thee building inteeriors and offerrs excellent peerformance prooperties. It is aapplied in all types
t
of buildingg functions such as industriaal, sporting and commercial purposes. In m
most cases it iis preferably due to
the properrties of diffuseed light, whichh minimise glaare, distract shhadows and inncorporate UV
V-absorbing surface
protection that eliminatees long term discolouration (N
National Association of Roooflight Manufaacturers, 2009).
3.2.2 Poly Vinyl Chloridde (PVC)
ustrial
PVC is a kind of tradittional materiall that began too be used in tthe 1970s andd 1980s, especcially for indu
applications. However,
H
this material has ppoorer weatheering performaance and impact resistance than
skylight ap
other alterrnatives. PVC requires the addition of saafety measuress in the skyligght constructioon. Currently, it is
rarely usedd in commercial or industriall applications. Even though iit is not expensive, it is successful as a material
for small, low-rise domeestic projects (N
National Association of Roooflight Manufaacturers, 2009).
3.2.3 Polycarbonate
It is a verssatile material in the form off widely-used plastic from a specific grouup of thermopllastic polymerss and
which is aapplied extenssively as a skyylight glazing. It is designeed to perform in a wide rannge of roofing
g and
cladding aapplications. Itt is known by tthe trademark Makrolon andd Lexan. Polyccarbonate has cclarity, high im
mpact
resistance,, also UV coaatings protection which elim
minates up to 99% of UV, protecting maaterials and pe
eople
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beneath it. Based on the Bristol daylighting systems (2013) Polycarbonates are 100% recyclable material where
most manufacturers use up to 25% and it is one of the Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED)
projects. According to Al-Obaidi et al. (2013) indicates that Polycarbonate is a very useful material for skylight
systems in the tropical region. It also represents highly diffused light transmission and Low U-factors which
make it a good daylighting material. It is many times stronger than glass and a great deal stronger than Acrylic
which has good weathering characteristics. Polycarbonate has a great range of different colours like Acrylic that
comes in clear, opal and various tints (Queensland Skylight Installation, 2013).
Based on National Association of Rooflight Manufacturers (2009), The American Architectural Manufacturer
Association (2010) and Queensland Skylight Installation (2013) Polycarbonate is divided into sheet forms: Solid
- Flat or Domed, Profiled and Multiwall. Solid polycarbonate provides superb workability and good optical
clarity. It can be moulded into numerous shapes such as pyramids and domes. Profiled polycarbonate is a feature
popular with many designers, as it matches profiled roof cladding and has very good profile accuracy. Multiwall
polycarbonate is a glazing system which incorporates two layers of polycarbonate which is considered as an
insulating glazing material that provides the best thermal properties. Thicker sheets with more walls achieve the
highest thermal performance. Structured polycarbonate is generally applied in most domestic and commercial
buildings. The visible transmittance ranges from 0.85 for clear single glazed, 0.50 for Bronze however in double
glazed, 0.73 for clear and 0.43 for Bronze (Heschong, 1998).
3.2.4 Acrylic
Acrylic is an alternative to glass. It is a tough, transparent polymer of poly (methyl methacrylate) known as
(PMMA) commonly known under the well-known trade names, Plexiglass and Lucite. Acrylic sheet is an ideal
material for a wide variety of skylights systems. It has been the material of choice among manufacturers for
years, all around the world due to its clarity, durability, weather resistance, impact resistance and low weight.
Many colours are available but white, gray and bronze are the most common types. In fact, white is usually
characterized as low, medium or high with the light transmission level of the coloured acrylic. Medium white is
the most frequently used because of light and diffusion. Low white will typically produce 100% diffusion and
25% light transmission. Medium generally produces 95% to 100% diffusion and 50% light transmission. High
produces 20% diffusion and 75% light transmission. However, gray and bronze colours are referred as tints and a
standard medium level of tint will transmit light around 30% and produce 0% to 5% diffusion. Generally, double
glazed skylights are the most common glazing used for industrial and commercial purposes (Queensland
Skylight Installation, 2013).
Furthermore, Solar Heat Blocker Acrylic is one of the acrylic materials which are spectrally selective Low-E
coatings that have a unique feature which allows high levels of visible light transmission while decreasing solar
heat transmission. The thickness of this coating delivers various levels of light transmission, infrared and
ultraviolet. Solar Heat Blocker Acrylic can transmit visible light from 70% to 20%; block 50% to 95% of infra
up to 99.9% of the UV light (Bristol daylighting systems, 2013).
3.2.5 Fiberglass
Fiberglass has been used for nearly forty years and has some superior performance qualities compared to other
common skylight materials. It comes with different profiles such as monolithic, flat, dome or various other profiles
and can come in two pieces with an air space for insulation.
Fiberglass has lower solar heat gain coefficient and comparable insulating (U-Factor) properties in comparison
to polycarbonates, copolyesters and acrylics. In fact, it absorbs the UV B radiation efficiently, while permitting
the UV A radiation. The increasing in obscuring the warm part of the light spectrum will curb the needing of air
conditioning. It has a significantly different appearance than other skylight materials. Its colour is soft brown and
with age, it tends to turn into various shades of yellow. In fact, in terms of the light transmission, the colour in
the skylight is a matter of perception rather than reality. Of all colours, yellow negatively affects the perception
of any plastic’s clarity or light transmission (The American Architectural Manufacturer Association, 2010;
Bristol daylighting systems, 2013). The visible transmittance ranges from 0.30 for Crystal and 0.20 for White
with SHGC 0.30 and 0.23, respectively (Heschong, 1998).
3.2.6 Copolyester
Copolyester is similar in composition to the plastic used in water bottles, but is more impact resistant known by
the trade names of UltraTuf-CX and TiGlaze ST. Copolyester has an excellent clarity, high diffusion that
provides impact resistance and thermoform requiring less energy and lower temperatures compared to other
plastic glazing materials. It is normally supplied for glazing applications in clear and translucent white sheet. It
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costs approoximately 20%
% more than thhe acrylic for ggeneral purposee and it is rougghly 7 to 8 tim
mes stronger tha
an its
typical serrvice life of twenty
t
years. However, thiis material caan be damageed by the UV
V radiation (Bristol
daylightingg systems, 20113).
Figure 8 aand 9 give a cllear picture of the performannce and the apppearance of thhe plastic glaziing group that help
to identifyy the selection condition in geeneral form.

Figuure 8. Table of comparison off several plastiics glazing matterials (Nationnal Associationn of Rooflight
Manuffacturers, 20099)

SS REINFORC
CED
GLAS
PLASTIC

PVC
C Plastics

M
Multiwall polyycarbonate sheet

Source: Greenhouse Gllazing

Source: Direct Inddustry, Corrugatted Pvc
P
Panel

Source: Dirrect Industry,
multiwall-poolycarbonate

Multiiwall acrylic sheeet
Source: Greenhouse Gllazing

Fibberglass

Copolyester

Source: Buuilding Solution

Souurce: Lavorazioone Plexiglas Torrino

Figure 99. Different typpes of plastics glazing materiials
4. Evaluattion
Glass and plastic materiials come in a variety of chhoices althouggh it is a fact that every dessign has its sp
pecial
characterisstics. Evaluatiing the basic facts is neceessary for buuilding professsionals to undderstand the great
difference, for instance:

-

S
Single clear panne glazing couuld be effectivee in mild climaates, where sollar radiation iss not very mod
derate
ass opposed to the
t cold or hott climate. On the other handd, the selectioon of dual or trriple-pane could be
m
more effective in
i cold or hot cclimate despitee its high cost..
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-

Glass material can deliver different degrees of energy efficiency; however it is an expensive decision to
make. Meanwhile, plastics cost less and this is very practical when lighter loading is a concern.

-

The visible transmittance to control the glare should be taken into consideration with moderate visible
transmittance of (50-70% is a good starting point) this decision rely on the visual tasks, opening size and
glare sensitivity.

-

The size of glazing material especially for larger opening area requires lower visible transmittance and
lower solar heat gain coefficient and vice versa.

-

The differences between the dark glass types as modified glass and coating glass have to be accounted for.
The earlier glass types provide good solar control; however many dark glazings block light more than
heat. Dark glass creates gloomier interior atmosphere that might be the cause of absenteeism, reduced
productivity and increased occupant discomfort on a sunny day. However, coating glass is designed to
have high daylight transmission.

-

It is not possible that most of the plastic materials have sealed insulating glass (SIG) configurations and
protective solar (low-e) coatings due to the inherent permeability of plastics. However, the U-factor can
be decreased through the use of multiple layers of plastics. Recently, new technological advances have
led to the reduction of solar heat gain by as much as 20 to 40% by using special plastic formulations
and coatings.

-

UV resistance is very important in glass and particularly in plastic. The review shows that
Polycarbonate represents the best plastic materials however fiberglass is the worst due to its ability to
absorb UV B radiation efficiently, while permitting UV A radiation. as Also, Copolyester can be
damaged by the UV radiation

-

The colour of glazing materials plays an important role for tinted glass, as every colour delivers
different levels of light and different impacts even with the same thickness. On the other hand, as far as
the changeability of material colour such as fiber glass is concerned, the review shows that the colour
soft brown changes with age and it tends to turn into various shades of yellow.

-

Glazing is not the only element that can endure the front of the solar beam. There are other methods that
could be used to overcome this such as the orientation of skylight design, shading elements etc.

-

Understanding the concept of an efficient glazing material for daylighting or the light-to-solar gain ratio
(LSG) is very significant as this term refers to the low SHGC in conjunction with a comparatively high
visible transmittance.

-

It is desirable to evaluate the manufacturers’ literature for the desired visible transmittance and the
lowest possible solar heat gain coefficient.

5. Conclusion
The review highlights the most important concern relating to the physical issues connected with the architectural
designs. It identifies the most significant factors required during the design stage. The research shows that by
comprehending the harmony of physical factors and glazing types, it helps to meet the requirements of most new
energy-efficient buildings. Glazing materials must first be understood environmentally before any further
decision is made. As architects, building designers and owners, this review offers the opportunity to evaluate the
performance and energy efficiency of various glazing materials used on skylights. Even more so, it also offers
greater flexibility in product selection, improves comfort in perimeter zones, reduces mechanical loads and
improves energy performance.
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